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Thesis Abstract
Exploring the African American Identity: Carl Van Vechten's
Nigger Heaven
Carl Van Vechten became a predominant figure within
Harlem Renaissance literary circles because of his patronage
of black artists and his 1926 novel Nigger Heaven.

The

novel depicts scenes of cabarets and Harlem night life,
emphasizing themes of racial prejudice and the struggle for
identity in the black culture.

Van Vechten's fictional

portrayal of Harlem received mixed reviews--to say the
least.

Many black authors and critics aligned themselves

with W.E.B. Du Bois and lambasted the bawdy scenes and
racially derogatory title.

Others, including James Weldon

Johnson and Langston Hughes, defended Van Vechten's astute
observations of Harlem and his skillful crafting of real,
believable black characters.
Van Vechten's characters reveal the conflict that raged
during the Harlem Renaissance concerning black identity.
Essays such as Alain Locke's "The New Negro" and William
Stanley Braithwaite's "The Negro in American Literature"
brought to the forefront the dilemma the black culture faced
in defining a truly African American identity.

On one hand,

some black authors believed that identifying strongly with
the African past, a movement that came to be known as
Primitivism, provided the most ideal means for constructing
an authentic identity.

On the other hand, many other

writers insisted that the connection to the primitive only

reinforced the noble savage stereotype of the African
American.

In their view, focusing on this identity would

impede racial progress.

Many critics believed that Carl Van

Vechten's Nigger Heaven reinforced such a degrading
stereotype, and that he was white exacerbated their outrage.
Rather than shattering the African American identity,
Van Vechten's novel creates characters that dramatize the
struggle of African Americans to forge a new identity.

His

savage princess, Lasca Sartoris, illustrates the necessity
of a strong connection to the African past and the folk
tradition whereas Mary Love, a struggling middle-class
intellectual, shows the repulsion many artists felt towards
what was considered the lower stratum of Negro life.

And

Byron Kasson, the male protagonist, wavers somewhere in
between the two extremes, grappling with a divided self and
attempting to determine where the true African American
identity lies.

Close examination of the actions and motives

of the characters of Carl Van Vechten's Nigger Heaven
reveals the struggle of African Americans during the Harlem
Renaissance to define an authentic black identity.

The

characters dramatize the need to discover whether embracing
or discarding the African past best helped to define African
Americans in the 1920's.
The introduction of this study presents Van Vechten as
a patron of the arts, discusses the critical reception of
Nigger Heaven, introduces the conflict over black identity
and Primitivism, and highlights the major spokespersons in

this conflict.

Chapter One explains the Primitivism

movement and provides examples and critical perspectives on
the two sides of the argument.

Chapters Two through Four

analyze the characters that dramatize this argument,
beginning with Lasca in Chapter Two, Mary in Three, and
Byron in Four.

The conclusion synthesizes the ideas of

Primitivism, characterization in Nigger Heaven, and the
struggle for identity and provides closing arguments for the
study.
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Harlem . . . Harlem
Black, black Harlem
Souls of Black Folk
Ask Du Bois
Little gray restless feet
Ask Claude McKay
City of Refuge
Ask Rudolph Fisher
Don't damn your body's itch
Ask Countee Cullen
Does the jazz band sob?
Ask Langston Hughes
Nigger Heaven
Ask earl Van Vechten
Hey! .
Hey!
Say it brother
"
II
Say it
-Frank Horne, "Harlem"

Introduction: The Critical Reception of Nigger Heaven

In his 1925 essay "The New Negro," Alain Locke writes
the following lines concerning the reconstruction of the
African American identity:
But while most of us, black and white, have thus
burrowed in the trenches of the Civil War and
Reconstruction, the actual march of development
has simply flanked these positions, necessitating
a sudden reorientation of view.

We have not been

watching in the right direction; set North and
South on a sectional axis, we have not noticed the
East till the sun has us blinking. (22)
Locke's ''reorientation of view" began in the period now
called the Harlem Renaissance, which most scholars agree
spanned the years of 1917 to 1934.

During this era in

America, many black artists and writers in Harlem became
known for their contributions to literature and the arts.
Among the aims of these artists was the construction of a
new black identity, "The New Negro" as Alain Locke called
it, that would reestablish the image of the African American
culture in America after the Civil War and Reconstruction.
Carl Van Vechten, a very influential white writer, became a
significant force in this movement as a patron of the arts.
He devoted himself not only to promoting the work of black
artists but also to presenting his own view of the "New
Negro" in Harlem.

In 1926, Alfred A. Knopf published Carl
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Van Vechten's controversial novel, Nigger Heaven.

The title

alone suggests some of the problems a white writer might
have faced attempting to portray black characters and black
culture.
Before and after publishing Nigger Heaven, Van Vechten
worked tirelessly to advance the African American culture
and to encourage an audience for black artists.

His

interest in black culture began in 1914 when at the age of
thirty-four, he witnessed a production of Granny Maumee, an
early dramatic effort to depict black culture from the black
perspective.

This play inspired Van Vechten to take an

active role in the promotion of black cultural expression:
"'I was seized with the idea of founding a real Negro
theatre, in which Negroes should act in real Negro plays'"
(Lueders 85).

Edward Lueders, a Van Vechten biographer,

also notes that Van Vechten's father had helped to found a
school for African Americans.

Van Vechten's early

involvement with black society as well as his admiration for
Granny Maumee, Gertrude Stein's Three Lives, and Ronald
Firbank's Prancing Nigger, all stories with African American
characters, prompted his interest in African American
culture and his desire to promote an audience for African
American drama and literature.
In When Harlem Was in Vogue, David Levering Lewis
discusses some of Van Vechten's efforts to promote black
artists.

He explains that Van Vechten "introduced Paul
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Robeson to the man who would become his longtime arranger
and accompanist . . . . He encouraged Rudolph Fisher and
Nella Larsen.

He praised everything artistically good or

promising with enthusiastic good sense" (182).

In a sense,

Van Vechten attempted to "become white America's guide
through Harlem" (Lewis 183).

He actively sought out young

artists and writers and used his reputation as a critic and
his influence with publishers to gain recognition for
aspiring artists.

He helped to further the careers of many

writers of the Harlem Renaissance, Langston Hughes among
them.
In 1925, only one year after he had been introduced to
the poetry of Langston Hughes, Van Vechten began his
successful efforts to promote Hughes in literary circles.
Not only did he suggest the title for Hughes's book Weary
Blues but he also arranged for the publication of the
collection by Alfred A. Knopf in 1926.

Leon Coleman also

claims that, "[Van Vechten] gave a party for him [Hughes] to
which he invited people who would help to promote his book,
and he encouraged Hughes to write a book about his travel
experiences" (118).

Van Vechten used his extraordinary

influence in the literary realm to help many other African
American writers in addition to Hughes.

Some others whose

careers benefitted from his assistance include Paul Lawrence
Dunbar, Charles Chesnutt, and James Weldon Johnson.
Van Vechten promoted artists and writers by writing
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articles and reviews, introducing them to powerful and
influential people, bestowing endowments and monetary
awards, and assisting with the publication of their works.
He became well known among scholars, critics, publishers,
authors, and readers alike for his critical reviews of black
authors in publications such as New York Times and Vanity
Fair, to name a few.

This active role as a supporter

widened his sphere of influence and facilitated many
writers' careers.
He also began hosting parties to which both black and
white authors and entertainers were invited.

Robert Worth

explains that "His parties alone were a meaningful act in an
era when most whites of his class would never have
considered receiving blacks at home" (470).

According to

Coleman, Van Vechten's sudden interest in socializing with
the black race stemmed from his own personal discovery that
there had been a ''Negro whom he hated" simply because "he
had considered them all as one" (121).

Van Vechten appears

to have wanted to understand the perspective of the black
race and his parties became one means for doing just that.
Coleman contends that "party-giving was, at least in part, a
social means to a racial end" (123).

Van Vechten assumed

that by gathering white and black people in the same house,
change could be effected.
The parties in his home and the social gatherings in
the Harlem cabarets he frequented led him to begin observing
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and recording black vernacular, folk expressions, folk
rituals, and complex black attitudes towards skin color.
His awareness of these facets of African American culture
allowed Van Vechten to write about the black community
through the eyes of a white author.

While writing Nigger

Heaven, Van Vechten would frequently move abruptly "from the
bar to the typewriter'' when the inspiration came, according
to Bruce Kellner (219).
Van Vechten persisted in writing Nigger Heaven for many
reasons.

Lewis explains that among Van Vechten's motives

were "a mixture of commercialism and patronizing sympathy.
For the sake of sales, he intended Nigger Heaven to create a
sensation" (When Harlem 188).
part, correct.

Lewis's assertion must be, in

Van Vechten had some vested interest in the

popularity of his own writing, and the uniqueness of such a
topic for a white writer almost guaranteed that attention
from the public.

Lueders adds that Van Vechten intended the

novel to be "a book which would reproduce the sprawl of
Harlem with accurate representation" from the perspective of
a writer "who could speak without condescension, who could
weave coherent patterns from the tremendous contrasts in
persons and scenes to be discovered in Harlem life" (86).
Such a different perspective on Harlem gave readers what
amounted to an outsider's view of Harlem from an interested
observer.

And Coleman, in assessing Van Vechten's reasons

for writing about black subjects, asserts that "In his
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writing upon Negro topics, Van Vechten sought to share his
enthusiasm for his discoveries with the public" (110).
Thus, readers became aware, through Van Vechten's writing,
of the truth as he saw it in Harlem.

He came to Harlem from

an outsider's point of view, but through his participation,
added an insider's insight.
With grand hopes that people all over America would
finally see a complete portrait of Harlem, Van Vechten
launched the novel in 1926 with Alfred Knopf's publishing
assistance to a shaky reception.

If attention was one of

his main goals, he achieved success early on.

Kellner

states that the novel quickly went through nine printings in
a mere four months.

The initial selling had grossed over

sixteen thousand copies as people rushed to purchase such a
controversial novel (Kellner 212).

The novel even achieved

success in Europe; it was published in England,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Norway, Sweden, Poland, and Estonia (Kellner 220).

Worth

estimates that the novel "probably sold more than all the
books by black writers of the Harlem Renaissance combined"
(465).

Such high sales, many critics agree, most probably

resulted from the controversy over the novel and its alleged
indecency.
The problems became apparent immediately as Boston
banned the novel for what Kellner refers to as some
''implication" of "erotic realism" (212).

Copyright laws
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barred the novel's success further as the American Society
of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP) supported the
composer of "Shake that Thing" in a law suit for the
unpermitted use of the lyrics in his novel.

But these were

only minor complications when compared with the severe
criticisms the novel endured.
Robert Bone claims that "for most of the Negro middle
class the title of the novel was enough" (382).

Such a

title caused many readers to view the novel's content as "a
slander against the race" (Bone 382).

Sadly, many of the

reviewers never actually read the novel.

Instead, they

relied on hearsay and the title to support their negative
assessments of the work.

Kellner notes that many readers

accused Van Vechten of "white supremacy" and of "trying to
lower the Negro in the eyes of the white public" with such a
denigrating and racist title (210).

Dissenting voices made

themselves heard in some well known publications.

The

Independent called the novel "cheap French romance, colored
light brown" and the Pittsburgh Courier claimed the novel
was full of "clumsy dialogue and filthy mind" (Worth 463).
Lewis notes that "It was considered bad form among Afro
Americans to be caught reading Nigger Heaven" ( When Harlem
181).
To support these claims that the novel was in bad taste
came W.E.B. Du Bois, one of the most outspoken of the
opposition.

In his 1926 review in The Crisis he called the
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novel "a blow in the face" and "an affront to the
hospitality of black folk and to the intelligence of white"
(81).

He asserts that Van Vechten's Harlem is a "nasty,

sordid corner into which black folk are herded, and yet a
place which they in crass ignorance are fools enough to
enjoy" (81).

He calls Van Vechten's characters "thin

disguises" who are unoriginal and he labels the climax
"utterly senseless" (82).

Rather than read the novel, he

urged the reading public to "drop the book gently in the
grate and try the Police Gazette" (82).
Similarly, Calvin Floyd denigrates Van Vechten's
characters in a 1926 review published in The Pittsburgh
Courier: "The whole list of characters .

from Adora

down, are what the average colored man would call
'disreputable,' no matter if they do claim to represent
Negro society" (3).

He adds that "Mr. Van Vechten has

picked up all the dirt and filth he could find and put it
between two cardboards" (3).

Although Floyd does recognize

some authenticity in Van Vechten's descriptions and scenes
of night life and Harlem cabarets, he finds no merit in the
plot, characters, or aims of the novel and sums up his
analysis by calling the novel "disappointing" (3).
Countering the arguments of W.E.B. Du Bois and Calvin
Floyd came James Weldon Johnson's October 1926 review in
Opportunity entitled "Romance and Tragedy in Harlem."

In

that article, Johnson heralds Van Vechten's novel as "the
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most revealing, significant and powerful novel based
exclusively on Negro life yet written" (316).

Johnson

speaks directly to the opposition and on behalf of the
title, claiming "the book and not the title is the thing" as
it is "taken from the ironic use of the phrase made by the
characters in the book" (316).

The title, as Johnson

explains, comes not only from the Scarlet Creeper's use of
the term as a nickname for Harlem but also from Byron
Kasson's comment in the novel that, like Harlem, the balcony
of the theatre is "Nigger Heaven!" (149).

Byron asserts in

Chapter Eight that "We sit in our places in the
gallery

. and watch the white world sitting down below

in the good seats of the orchestra" (149).

With this title,

Van Vechten employs one of the most common linguistic acts
of the African American folk culture by signifying on the
phrase "Nigger Heaven."
Johnson also directly addresses Du Bois's other
criticisms of the novel, claiming that Van Vechten handles
the characters and situations "with sincerity and fidelity"
(316).

The plot itself, Johnson argues, is
a true story--and an old story.

It is the story

of many a gifted and ambitious young colored man
who has come up to New York as the field for
success and has been sucked in and down by the gay
life and underworld of the great city. (330)
These sentiments were echoed by many of the novel's
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supporters.

People reading and recommending the book in

literary circles began to justify the novel's merit based on
the timeless nature of the plot.

Van Vechten himself

claimed the plot of the novel was
one of the oldest stories in the world, the story of
the Prodigal Son, without the happy ending of that
Biblical history.

In my book a boy from a small town

is bewitched, bothered, and bewildered by a big time
Lady of Pleasure and is unable to meet the demands made
on his character by life in a big city. (qtd. in
Lueders 89)
Those defending Van Vechten's efforts to create such a story
frequently called upon that very idea of the ''Prodigal Son"
myth to demonstrate the validity of Van Vechten's carefully
crafted plot.
James Weldon Johnson, in his closing remarks of his
article, again defends Van Vechten's novel.

He dismisses

the complaints of the opposition, Ou Bois specifically, and
claims, "Nigger Heaven is a book which is bound to be widely
read and one which is bound to arouse much diverse
discussion.

This reviewer would suggest reading the book

before discussing it" (330).

He closes his review with this

bold, daring reproach to the critics and insensitive readers
since it had become readily apparent that people were riding
the coattails of outspoken refuters, like Ou Bois, without
even reading the novel.

In short, the public had begun
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taking Du Bois's advice and were dropping "the book gently
in the grate" rather than giving the novel its deserved
first read (82).
In spite of its detractors' efforts to condemn the
novel to obscurity, the significance of the novel cannot be
denied.

Cary Wintz, evaluating the novel in 1988, points

out several positive features of the work.

Most notably, he

argues, Van Vechten "undertook to expose racial prejudice
and at the same time to educate his readers about the nature
of black Americans and their struggles with themselves and
with white society" (97).

Van Vechten creates Mary, who

faces the strains of prejudice in her job and endures the
promotions of white women over her.

And his character Byron

struggles to write a story, only to be rejected by white
publishers.
In addition to revealing the nature of race relations
and black identity, Van Vechten emphasizes an extremely
important movement growing in Harlem in the 1920's.

Van

Vechten, Wintz explains, draws out the "distinctive element
in the black character . . . a primitiveness, a close tie to
jungle rhythms, a sensuality" (98).

This movement with

which Wintz connects Van Vechten thrived during the Harlem
Renaissance.

Countless writers, including Langston Hughes,

Claude McKay, Jean Toomer, as well as James Weldon Johnson,
helped to initiate the literary movement known as
Primitivism during the Harlem Renaissance.

The interest in
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the primitive nature of humanity dates back as early as the
1700's when many poets and bards praised the innocence of
the rustic peasant lifestyle.

The primitive made its way

into early American literature as well, as the noble savage
became the typical portrayal for Native Americans.

During

the early 1900's, Harlem Renaissance writers worked to
recapture this idea of the primitive; Modernist writers,
including D.H. Lawrence and T.S. Eliot, explored their
fascination with the primitive as well.
The Primitivism movement during the Harlem Renaissance
stemmed from the efforts of the black authors to reflect on
their African roots and to write about the sensual and
primitive nature of this past.

Recollections of the tribal

and communal societies of Africa found their way into the
work of many African American writers who sought earnestly
to reintroduce Africa to the nation in a new and liberating
way.

Scenes depicting passionate, exotic, free-spirited,

black characters often involved in untamed dancing and
celebration became commonplace in the works of many writers
we now associate with the Harlem Renaissance.

Eric Foner

describes the movement as
. a romantic retreat from the complexities of
modern life.

Reflecting the writings of Sigmund

Freud, it exalts instinct over intellect, Id over
Super-Ego, and is thus a revolt against the
Puritan spirit.

For such an artistic movement the
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Negro had obvious uses: he represented the
unspoiled child of nature, the noble savage-
carefree, spontaneous, and sexually uninhibited.
The discovery of primitive African sculpture and
the ascendancy of jazz reinforced the development
of this new stereotype. (380-81)
Such a view of the primitive African became a springboard
for young African American writers.

Foner further

elaborates that "primitivism provided the common ground for
a fruitful period of cultural collaboration" (381).

The

literature of the primitive movement helped to bind some of
the authors together in the common effort of recapturing the
essence of the black past.
Wintz examines this dilemma over choosing or discarding
the African past and explains that the underlying question
for authors was: "Should blacks merge their identity with
that of the majority of white society as a means of
achieving equality, or should they strive to preserve those
attributes in their character that were unique and
distinctive?" (98).

This "distinctive" element, he

clarifies, is a "primitiveness, a close tie to jungle
rhythms, a sensuality" (98).

What resulted from this

difference in opinion was a complete separation in the
Harlem literati; on one side were "hostile" artists and
writers who found the primitive identity "confining to
blacks as a stereotype," and on the other were writers, like
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Hurston and Hughes, who "felt very comfortable dealing with
it" and were "amused" by the idea (Wintz 183).
Van Vechten played a significant role in advancing this
movement and its aims.

Foner explains that Van Vechten's

work "acted as a spur to Negro writers and created a
sympathetic audience for the serious treatment of Negro
subjects.

Personal association with white authors meant an

end of cultural isolation and provincialism" (381).

All of

Van Vechten's efforts to know, understand, and write in
support of black authors and subjects culminated in his
publication of Nigger Heaven as he plunged his energy as a
writer into a movement by, about, and for African Americans.
In drawing on the African past, Van Vechten not only
succeeded in working within the context of the primitive
movement but he also created characters that helped to
demonstrate the obvious dilemma authors faced when writing
during the Harlem Renaissance.

Two perspectives on this

movement were at odds over its value: one that claimed such
a recollection of the past and a connection to the African
heritage proved a healthy endeavor and another that called
such an attempt a futile one because it wrecked the image of
the black character and reinforced the stereotype the white
culture had already developed.
Van Vechten recognized this division in the black
culture over whether identifying with African heritage was
fruitful or destructive.

He offers no solution to the
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argument; instead, he crafts characters that represent both
the primitive and the refined elements of the African
American identity.

These characters give credibility to

both sides of the argument, showing the reader the positive
qualities of both types.

Such positive qualities are most

clearly recognized in the solidly middle-class Mary Love.
Miss Love experiences what is called a "divided self," her
confusion over her own admiration and repulsion towards the
primitive element.

While she sees and admires the power and

liberation of the primitive in Lasca, she represses those
qualities within herself and remains comfortably among those
of her class.
As a white writer, Van Vechten had the freedom of
scrutinizing the argument without personal attachment and of
presenting the story from the outsider's perspective.

The

novel consists of two main parts: Book I and Book II.

Van

Vechten uses a third person narrator whom he makes as
unobtrusive as possible to the extent that he even omits tag
clauses and quotation marks in the dialogue.

The point of

view character for Book I is Mary; Book II allows events to
unfold from Byron's perspective.

In each, the narration

occurs in brief sketches--quick flashes of scenes and
actions--of Harlem life as lived by these two characters.
Van Vechten introduces the reader to the fictional
character Lasca Sartoris, the lusty and sexual "savage
goddess" of the novel, through the eyes of Mary.

Thus, the
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reader sees the power and the notorious prominence Lasca has
gained in Harlem as Mary hears stories of Lasca's
adventures.

When Byron's perspective begins, Lasca becomes

a flesh and blood woman who more than lives up to her
reputation.

Lasca develops as a woman of primitive impulse,

spontaneous action, and powerful sexuality.

As Byron

witnesses the strength and potency of the primitive
character, Lasca's distinct connections to her African past
come forth.
Mary Love, the solidly middle-class and refined
character of the novel, presents herself in the first
section of the novel as the stable and respectable woman
that she is.

Her name seems appropriate for her character;

the virginal Miss Love shuns overt sexuality and sees true
love as a prerequisite for male companionship.

Mary's own

perspective allows the reader to see the idea of the divided
self clearly as her envy and appreciation for the primitive
instinct of Lasca comes to the forefront.

In Byron's

section, Mary's character fades into the background and
Lasca becomes the focus.

Byron's perspective permits the

reader to understand how completely different Mary and Lasca
are and how true to her middle-class values Mary remains.
Byron Kasson's character fluctuates under the
influences of both Mary and Lasca.

Mary's section presents

a strong, intelligent young man coming to Harlem to pursue
his writing.

His confusion surfaces in this first section
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as Byron questions whether Mary truly appreciates him.

In

his own section, Byron's true lack of an identity becomes
clear as he attempts to follow Lasca, a pursuit that leads
him to his final self destruction at the end of the novel.
Carl Van Vechten deliberately pulls himself away from
the novel, allowing these characters to tell his version of
the Harlem story.

In anticipation of at least some of the

criticism he knew a white writer creating African American
characters could expect to face, Van Vechten attempted to
reveal the duality of the African American identity in
Harlem without attaching himself to either side of the
Primitive argument, an experiment that backfired after the
release of the novel.

Nevertheless, he boldly explores the

African American culture and gives plausibility to both the
primitive and the refined qualities of black identity.

Chapter One: The Evolution of Primitivism

"What is Africa to me:/ Copper sun or scarlet sea"
begins Countee Cullen's "Heritage," a poem that explores
what became the underlying principles of Primitivism (244).
The poem hearkens back to scenes of "strong bronzed men" and
"wild barbaric birds" of the African jungles and invites the
black culture to question its connectedness to Africa and
the necessity of identifying with that native land.

His

final line, "They and I are civilized," directly addresses
the effects of assimilation on African Americans and the
connection between the American blacks and their African
ancestors.

Cullen celebrates that primitive element of the

African American identity, and like Van Vechten, finds both
identities "civilized" and valuable.
Similarly, the speaker in Langston Hughes's "The Negro
Speaks of Rivers" claims, "I bathed in the Euphrates when
dawns were young, / I built my hut near the Congo and it
lulled me to sleep" (141).

Hughes depicts the powerful

attachment the speaker feels to the African past and the
primitive nature of that past.

His line, "My soul has grown

deep like the rivers," echoes the very same notion that
Cullen's "Heritage" explores; the black past has a direct
link to African Americans in Harlem and the speaker marvels
at that connectedness.
Poems such as Hughes's "The Negro Speaks of Rivers" and
Cullen's "Heritage" explore the ideas surrounding the
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Primitivism movement that became a significant force in
Harlem in the 1920's.

Writers and artists began producing

material exploring African Americans' attachment to the
primitive and spontaneous lifestyle of their native land.
Artists depicted scenes of natives and jungle lifestyles,
such as Aaron Douglas's "The Negro in an African Setting,"
in which Douglas creates a painting of warriors and dancers
in tribal celebration.

Similarly, writers called upon ideas

of the primitive and linked those to characters and scenes.
In Horne to Harlem (1928), Claude McKay depicts glimpses of
wild dancing and night life, demonstrating the exotic and
spontaneous remnants of tribal existence.

McKay describes a

cabaret scene in which
The black players grinned and swayed and let the
music go with all their might.

The yellow in the

music must have stood out in their imagination
like a challenge, conveying a sense of that
primitive, ancient, eternal, inexplicable
antagonism in the color taboo of sex and society.
(387)

Scenes such this one in McKay's novel point out the obvious
ties of the African American culture to its heritage in
Africa.
Carl Van Vechten joins in the celebration of the
African past with his novel, Nigger Heaven, but from a
wholly new perspective.

As a white writer, obvious barriers
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prohibited his active participation in the creation of the
black identity, but he explores the identity nonetheless.
His novel presents the ideas of Primitivism through the eyes
of his characters.

The following description of a scene in

a cabaret illustrates his interest in Primitivism: "Couples
were dancing in such close proximity that their bodies
melted together as they swayed and rocked to the tormented
howling of the brass, the barbaric beating of the drums"
(12).

He examines the African past and its influence in the

lives of his characters as they revel in the African
features of their lives and respond to the "barbaric beating
of the drums" with tribal-like dancing.

In scenes such as

this one, the African American characters in Van Vechten's
novel often seem to have transcended the barriers of racism
and discrimination that block their quests for identity.
The white perspective no longer dominates their world.
Many writers of the Harlem Renaissance used the
material of the Primitivism movement in an attempt, as Foner
points out, to reject "established traditions and
stereotypes of black literature" (372).

Foner writes:

The writings of the Renaissance were characterized
by a rejection of white values and stereotypes,
and a search for black values to put in their
place.

This quest led to the roots of the black

experience: the African past, the rural South, and
the life of the lower-class urban black.

Like
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their white friends, black writers emphasized the
primitive and savage in black existence, and
always drew a sharp contrast between Victorian
western values and the elemental character of
African and urban black life. (373)
Ironically, this same argument provides the grounds for the
opposition to the Primitivism movement.

Those resistant to

the movement believed that in using the "African past,"
these artists essentially discredited the identity of
African Americans by reinforcing the stereotype of the
savage and primitive being.

This concept of the noble

savage, the opposition contended, became a stereotype rather
than a departure from one.
Coleman explores this argument over Primitivism and
argues that
there was disagreement among the artists of the
Negro Renaissance as to how the Negro should be
portrayed.

Some felt that the lower class stratum

of Negro life should be ignored; others believed
that the vital elements of the Negro's cultural
heritage were to be found primarily in lower class
Negro folk life.

(108)

Essentially, the multifaceted argument over Primitivism
involved the issues of class, heritage, and stereotype.

The

opposition argued that the primitivistic portrayal both
stifled the image of the New Negro in Harlem and associated
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that image with the lower class.

Such a position, Amritjit

Singh argues, places emphasis on the idea that "the Negro's
best chance for greater civil rights lay in presenting him
as an American, distinguished from white only by skin color"
(42).

The preferable identity, then, was one that did not

differ from the acceptable "norm" of white culture because
the idea of a noble African savage further separated the
identities of white and black America.

Based on his

portrayal of the conflict between Primitivism and
assimilation in Nigger Heaven, Van Vechten does not appear
to have sided with either argument.

What he does with this

novel is to explore all aspects of the movement, the
primitive and the "civilized."

His characters not only

dramatize the notion of the divided self but also the
conflict between the African past and the African American
present.

He gives positive glimpses of the lower and

middle-class sectors of Harlem through the eyes of his two
characters, Mary Love and Byron Kasson.
Bernard Bell attributes the interest in Primitivism,
which he calls "ancestralism," to the black culture's "sense
of loss, a feeling that the times were out of joint and the
soul was under siege by destructive forces, a romantic
longing for a freer, more innocent time and place" (114).
The African Americans' search for their own place in
America, then, led them to seek comfort in the exotic past.
Bell suggests this new place be one "where the rhythms of
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life were closely linked to nature and one's essential
humanity was unquestioned; a time and place that fostered a
feeling of harmony and peace with one's ancestors" (114).
In a sense, this new identity brought African Americans
closer to the African lifestyle as well as the familial and
communal ties to the past.

In finding this place, Bell

asserts, New Negro artists could "discover a usable past"
and '' explore their culture, not exploit it" (113).
Alain Locke's "The New Negro'' (1925), a monumental
essay during the Harlem Renaissance, explores the identity
of African Americans and offers ideas for the creation of a
"New Negro.''

His essay began a surge in Harlem to define a

truly African American identity and to determine what that
identity entails.

The essay first explores the existing

identity of the African American and suggests that "the
Negro has been more of a formula than a human being" and
"more of a myth than a man" (24).

The problem with this

identity, Locke claims, is that it is entrenched in
convention and has become, as a result, a "stock figure
perpetuated as an historical fiction" (22).

As an

alternative to this degrading stereotype, Locke offers that
"the Negro today wishes to be known for what he is, even his
faults and shortcomings, and scorns a craven and precarious
survival at the price of seeming to be what he is not" (27).
Locke recommends the black race cast away stereotypes, such
as the mammy figure or the happy slave, and create a wholly
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new identity that bears no resemblance to pre-existing ones.
Locke's proposals encouraged a host of writers, Van Vechten
among them, to follow his lead and to produce literature
exploring a new black identity.
William Stanley Braithwaite's essay "The Negro in
American Literature" echoes Locke's suggestions to destroy
the stereotype of the Negro in literature.

Braithwaite

claims that literature has typically "imposed the
distortions of moralistic controversy and made the Negro a
wax-figure of the market place" (32).

His analysis of the

conventional literary black figure finds that writers have
''made the Negro a genre stereotype" (32).

In writing of the

African American as a type, the author thwarts the culture's
ability to develop as new and unique. In turn, the author
risks his own reputation since his writing, Braithwaite
asserts, "could not develop into artistically satisfactory
portraiture" (33).

Thus, not only does the African American

identity becomes repressed, but also the reputation of the
author threatens to crumble from following suit in the
portrayal of the African American as a type.
Langston Hughes's 1926 essay "The Negro Artist and the
Racial Mountain" offers concrete suggestions to the literary
world for introducing and sustaining a positive new identity
for black America.

His argument, contrary to Locke and

Braithwaite, espouses that the Negro past provides the most
ideal portraiture, not a fresh, new one.

He writes, "And
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perhaps these common people [the 'common element' of black
culture] will give to the world its truly great Negro
artist, the one who is not afraid to be himself" (56).

And

for the writer to be himself, according to Hughes, he must
"give his racial individuality, his heritage of rhythm and
warmth" to the audience (57).

These arguments provide some

of the first commentary in support of the idea of
Primitivism in Harlem.

He writes:

I expect to see the work of a growing school of
colored artists who paint and model the beauty of
dark faces and create with new technique the
expressions of their own soul-world.

And the

Negro dancers who will dance like flame and the
singers who will continue to carry our songs to
all who listen--they will be with us in even
greater numbers tomorrow. (58)
Hughes urges black writers to look to their roots, to their
distant past, to their heritage, to Africa for the source
and inspiration of their writing.

These "dancers" and

"singers" hearken back to African tribal communities and
Hughes recognizes the opportunity such a connection
provides.

He stresses the importance of the "inherent

expressions of Negro life" such as the "eternal tom-tom
beating in the Negro soul" (58).

In supporting this

reflection on the past, Hughes's essay explores the division
between black artists and writers over whether looking
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forward or backward offers the greater advantage for the
"New Negro" identity in America.
Van Vechten, in Nigger Heaven, adopts the ideas of
Locke, Braithwaite, and Hughes and allows his characters to
show the connection to the African past as well as the
middle-class, refined present.

His novel blends the

critics' opinions as he creates characters that demonstrate
the possibility that both theories are feasible.

The

portrayals of his primitive characters are positive, as are
the portrayals of characters who cling to the middle-class,
sophisticated element in society.
Carl Van Vechten plays a major role in this exploration
of the primitive movement, both as a patron to black artists
and writers as well as a writer himself working with the
ideas surrounding that movement.

As Singh indicates, "Carl

Van Vechten's Nigger Heaven was the most influential novel,
by a white writer, in establishing the image of the Negro as
primitive" (22).

He asserts that the Harlem writers, after

seeing the commercial success Van Vechten gained, began
considering this idea of the primitive as a viable
alternative in their own writing.

Both Nigger Heaven and

McKay's Home to Harlem (1928) gave readers the "eagerness
for works exalting the exotic, the sensual, and the
primitive" (25).

Authors did not necessarily jump on the

Van Vechten bandwagon for the commercial success alone
(although some did).

Bone elaborates that Van Vechten's
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successful treatment of the primitive "helped him [the Negro
artist] discover unsuspected values in his own folk culture"
(382).

Suddenly, the primitive past became acceptable to

some readers and critics, and authors followed Van Vechten's
lead.
With this sudden split over the reconstruction of the
black identity, a sense of doubleness or dualism came to the
forefront in Harlem as writers and artists clashed bitterly
over whether the "New Negro" identity should be formed out
of an assimilation into the white culture or a recapturing
of the African past.

What resulted from all of the argument

over African American identity was a reflection of what
W.E.B. Du Bois calls a "double consciousness'' (5); the New
Negro identity was split between the new and the old. 1

As

Bone explains, "The sum and substance of these explorations
was an unequivocal cultural dualism--a conscious attempt to
endow Negro literature with a life of its own, apart from
the dominant literary tradition" (385).

Whether the artist

needed to forge a new identity based on African primitive or
the American norm became the unanswered question of the
Harlem Renaissance.
Van Vechten most strongly explores this sense of
dualism with his character Mary Love in Nigger Heaven.

Mary

In The Souls of Black Folks, Du Bois explains that the
African American is "born with a veil, and gifted with second
sight in this American world,--a world which yields him no
true self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself through
the revelation of the other world" (5).
1
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feels a strong sense of attachment to the African past while
at the same time finds herself alienated from that past.
She mingles most comfortably with the middle-class, elite
sector of society, but she admits to herself that "she was
different in this respect from most of the other girls she
knew" (54).

Her difference from these other girls is that

she represses that primitive element of her personality.
Throughout the novel, Mary stands apart from the primitive
characters while envying their affiliation with their
African past.
Similarly, Claude McKay's poem "The Harlem Dancer,"
which first appeared in 1917, demonstrates this idea of the
divided self and the split identity of the African American.
The subject of the poem dances and sings before a crowd of
"Applauding youths" and "young prostitutes" (296).

McKay

captures the idea of the savage and primitive in his exotic
descriptions of the woman as she performs "half-clothed" in
"light gauze" with a "swarthy neck" while observers,
"tossing coins in praise, / . .
eager, passionate gaze" (296).

Devoured her with their
This idea of the divided

self culminates in the final lines when McKay writes, "But
looking at her falsely-smiling face, / I knew her self was
not in that strange place."

This idea of the displaced self

becomes apparent, in a complete reversal of Van Vechten's
Mary, and the reader is left questioning whether the woman
merely endures this seductive identity or if her "self"
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wanders in discontent.

Whereas Mary questions if she can

ever possess such seductiveness, the dancer wonders if her
seductive quality is worth possessing.

Much like Van

Vechten, McKay explores the concept of the African American
identity, both glorifying the primitive elements of such a
scene and displaying the dancer's separation from the role
of exotic performer.
Van Vechten examines this conflict of a divided self
and accepts his own inability to resolve the identity
conflict in Nigger Heaven.

Despite the reviews that claimed

his novel to be a "revel in filth and obscenity" (Floyd 3),
Van Vechten explores all realms of the Primitivism and anti
Primitivism movements.

In support of Primitivism, Van

Vechten argues in his 1926 symposium "The Negro in Art: How
Shall He Be Portrayed" that
The squalor of Negro life, the vice of Negro life,
offer a wealth of novel, exotic, picturesque
material to the artist .

. . The question is:

Are Negro writers going to write about this exotic
material while it is still fresh or will they
continue to make a free gift of it to white
authors who will exploit it until not a drop of
vitality remains? (219)
He recognized that exploiting the primitive element was an
injustice to his African American friends who also deserved
the initial exploration of this fresh material.

But Van
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Vechten knew that this exotic element could not be ignored
in his novel and he aimed to give credibility to the
arguments both for and against this movement.
Van Vechten's characters bring to the forefront the
dilemma over whether identifying with the primitive and the
African is beneficial or detrimental.

His novel gives merit

to both sides, bringing forth positive portrayals of the
primitive and the refined.

And his perspective as the

outsider allows the narrative to unfold completely from the
perspective of the characters, further detaching Van Vechten
from the story.

Chapter Two: Lasca Sartoris, The Savage Princess
Searching to understand the constructs of black
identity in the Harlem Renaissance, Van Vechten creates
Lasca Sartoris, a lusty, sexual black female character who
embodies the ideas underlying the Primitivism movement.
Lasca is the African savage princess of the novel; she bears
strong resemblance to the "stereotype" of the primitive,
uncivilized black character.
Robert Worth contends that Lasca Sartoris reflects Van
Vechten's "fascination with the decadent and exotic" that
was very much "in harmony with the mood of the 1920's"
(467).

Worth points out that critics frequently lambasted

these "decadent and exotic" characters as offensive
renderings of the African American identity.

But Van

Vechten's Lasca shows a different version of the primitive,
a powerful one.

She is presented through the points of view

of both Mary and Byron, but she is developed most thoroughly
in Byron's section.

Mary's fascination with Lasca's

primitive qualities and Byron's obsession with her
spontaneity and sexuality strengthen the portrayal of the
primitive as a positive and plausible alternative in
literature about African Americans.

Her primitive element

infects both characters and they admire her exotic strength
and distinction in Harlem.

The way Lasca uses and misuses

her connection to the primitive, many readers would agree,
is not necessarily positive.

But the power of the primitive
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element within her is liberating and allows Lasca to make
her own way in Harlem.
The reader's first glimpse of Lasca comes early in the
novel, as Mary finds a picture of Lasca on Adora Boniface's
table.

In the picture, Mary recognizes the "abundant sex

appeal in this lithe creature's body, an appeal which had
filtered through the lens" (80).
herself,

Mary then remarks to

"Why, she was almost a legend in Harlem, this

woman who had married a rich African in Paris and had
eventually deserted him to fulfill her amorous destiny with
a trap-drummer from a boite de nuit" (81).

Mary's responses

to Lasca present her as a figure of legend and of widespread
popularity early in the novel.

Like Mary, the men of Harlem

are intrigued by her and she is known for her impassioned
pursuits.

And Van Vechten, like the reader, objectively

peers into the frame to examine the portrait of such a
character at first glance. 2

This scene not only introduces

Lasca's character and reputation but also the perspective
the reader relies on throughout the novel.

This camera lens

view becomes the means of character development for Van
Vechten and he allows each character, like Lasca, to develop
through the impressions of Mary and Byron.
Lasca is a lusty, promiscuous woman and is known and
The numerous references to photographs in the novel can
be attributed Van Vechten's long standing interest in
photography.
Not just a literary critic, Van Vechten also
wrote reviews for photographers, and he experimented with the
trade himself.
2
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idealized in Harlem as an intriguing creature of instinct.
At the end of Mary's section, Book I, Mary sees Lasca for
the first time.

Lasca dances with Byron at the Charity Ball

and Lasca is described as "the most striking woman Mary had
ever seen" with an "exquisite body" and a ''golden-brown
back

. entirely nude to the waist" (163).

Her dress is

shrouded with "green and black sequins, designed to resemble
the fur of the leopard" and she wears ''a tiara of sapphires"
in her hair.

Mary's perception of Lasca in these exotic

garments strengthens the tie of Lasca to her African past as
the leopard fur image heightens Lasca's connection to the
idea of the savage.

Mary stands in wonder and amazement at

Lasca's connection to the primitive and this fascination
demonstrates the overwhelming power of the primitive element
in Lasca.
Mary envies the savage princess dancing with Byron,
and Mary watches them "glide, softly, dangerously, like
panthers" (165).

Mary constantly associates Lasca with

untamed animals of the jungle and furthers the image of
African wildness, constantly reminding the reader of the
primitive nature of Lasca Sartoris.

Mary recognizes the

strength of Lasca's hold on Byron and she allows the reader
to see this character as sly and cunning, yet intriguing and
beautiful in her graceful pull on Byron's emotions.

Lasca's

primitive nature is so potent that it infects Mary and she
begins to feel fury, a savage passion, when she sees the two
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of them dancing.
When Byron's point of view takes over in Book II, the
power of these instinctive, sexual qualities in Lasca
becomes more apparent.

Byron is captivated as Lasca places

''the robe of leopard-fur around his [Byron's] legs" when she
picks him up in her limousine, and he sinks "next to this
lovely animal swathed in sables" (231).

Byron echoes Mary's

animal associations, capturing this idea of the untamed in
Lasca and his enchantment with that wildness.

Byron is

enraptured by her savage nature and he willingly follows
her.

His inability to resist Lasca demonstrates the

powerful, intense and seductive qualities of this primitive
being.
Lasca's manipulation of her seductive charm allows her
to command Byron by not only overpowering him but also by
surrendering her power to him.
you to possess me, to own me.

Lasca tells Byron, "I want
I want to be your slave, your

Nigger, your own Nigger!" (239).

These deliberate

connections with Lasca to the days of slave and master give
a sense of not only the timeless nature of this primitive
identity but also Lasca's versatility as a powerful
character.

Lasca overturns the stereotype of the primitive,

powerless slave who was victimized when Byron submits
himself completely to her.

Her voluntary surrender to Byron

strengthens her hold on him and creates a false sense of
power for him.

Her strong connection to the primitive gives
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her authority and she knows how to use the primitive
instinct to her advantage.

The reader almost admires

Lasca's ability to create and exploit her own versions of
power.

Lasca not only reverses the degrading stereotype of

the primitive slave but also embraces the potency of the
African past to triumph in Harlem and secure her desires.
Byron compels the reader to recall the associations of
Lasca with animal images as Byron and Lasca leave a cabaret
after a night of dancing, drinking, and drug use.

Byron is

again enraptured by Lasca as she calls to him in a
passionate state,

"I'd like to cut your heart out!'' and

"I'd like to bruise you! . . . . I'd like to gash you with a
knife . . . . Beat you with a whip!"

She then "drew her

pointed nails across the back of his hand.
off in ribbons" (253).

The flesh came

She takes control over Byron once

again and he marvels at and revels in her assertive
sexuality.

She is the very embodiment, a radical

dramatization, of Primitivism itself.

Her overt sexual

advances call upon the reader to recollect the "panther" and
"leopard" clothing from earlier chapters and notice her link
to the wild and savage.

Although the violence of this scene

invokes some uncertainty about Lasca's use of her primitive
strength, it is this strength that again allows her to
command Byron and fulfill her cravings.

Byron only becomes

more attached and mesmerized by Lasca's savage violence and
he brings the reader closer and closer to an understanding
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of the seduction and enchantment of Lasca as the primitive
character.
Lasca's exoticism allows her hold over Byron to
increase as the narrative unfolds.

Again, as she dances,

Byron describes a scene of "wild music, music that moaned
and lacerated one's breast with brazen claws of tone,
shrieking, tortured music from the depths of hell" (254).
Lasca stands in the midst of the wild fury, shrieking
"Dance!'' as she "flung herself in his [Byron's] arms and
they joined this witches' sabbath" (254).

In her primitive,

native element, she becomes powerful and potent and
continues her command over Byron as he "offered himself
freely to the conforming curves of her sensual body,
delivered himself to the clouds of ever-changing color"
(255).

She controls Byron in this realm so much that he

symbolically offers himself as a sacrifice to her.

But his

self-sacrifice is given "freely" and without hesitation.
Lasca completely transforms Byron with her lifestyle and he
tries desperately to remain a part of her society.

He even

takes up residence with Lasca almost immediately after
meeting her, suddenly forgetting Mary's companionship.
Lasca's command over Byron is strong; he tries to become a
part of this exotic, alluring lifestyle and he searches to
find an identity like Lasca's.
Lasca finds power in the primitive element of society.
One intense example occurs at the close of Lasca and Byron's
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evening in an underground cabaret.

As Lasca stands in

amazement, a woman in solid black creeps forward on the
stage and the lights go out.

Byron observes:

A pale, hideous, green glow suffused the room.
The woman in the black cloak stood alone,
perfectly motionless, in the centre of the glass
floor.

Now a pipe--oh, so far away--began to wail

and there was a faint reverbation of the tom-tom.
A cylinder of fierce white light shot up from
below and enclosed the woman, playing in little
ripples on the black satin of her cloak. (255)
The use of the color imagery, the sharp contrast of the
black cloak and the white light, intensifies the sense of
the wild and primitive in this ritual-like scene.

But the

white light suggests more than just a primitive ritual;
there is a sense of innocence to this scene.

The exoticism

heightens when suddenly "The girl--she could have been no
more than sixteen--stood entirely nude.
with savage African features . . .

She was pure black

while her eyes rolled

back so far that only the whites were visible" (255).

She

begins to "perform her evil rites" while Byron notices Lasca
"emitting little clucks of amazement" (256).

As Byron

stands in wonder, he sees the girl lifting a knife and the
scene closes immediately with "The knife . . . " (256).

In

a flash, the scene ends as quickly as it began, leaving the
reader to piece together these images and impose meaning on
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them.

The scene certainly shows an extreme version of the

primitive, but it also sharpens Lasca's connections to this
primitive lifestyle as she stands amused "emitting" her
"little clucks'' while the others quietly observe.

The

reader can only assume that the event Byron beholds is a
dramatic effort to recreate a sacrificial ritual; its
expressionistic descriptions reveal the influence of cocaine
and alcohol on Byron's perceptions.

Lasca's participation

and interest in this dramatization lures Byron even closer
to her and furthers his infatuation with this lifestyle.
Her command over him is so powerful that he wants
desperately to be a part of her life and to invoke his own
connections to the primitive.

Byron is figuratively

sacrificed, rather than the actress, to the charm and
seduction of Lasca.

This sacrifice foreshadows the closing

scene of Byron's surrender.
Lasca's own separation from the middle-class African
Americans in Harlem and her repulsion from their ideals
further distinguishes her from Mary.

She tells Byron that

Mary is a "snooty, little prig" and claims, "I detest the
type.

They've done nothing--always been protected and

sheltered--and they're so damn superior" (234).

She

delivers her opinion boldly, disjoining herself from the
identities of the middle-class, "civilized" characters.
This assessment of Mary seems unfair given the hardship Mary
endures and the agony of discrimination she suffers.

But an
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integral part of Lasca's primitive nature is her savagery
She allows her instinct and passion to govern

and autonomy.

her responses and she lashes out against Mary's reason and
intellect.

Lasca's language is powerful and it is almost

admirable that she can be so generously expressive.

Lasca

has independently walked her own path in Harlem, avoiding
the "sheltered" life that she abhors.

Her own rejection of

Mary further demonstrates this division between the two
identities.

And Byron's response shows his subjection to

Lasca's preferences when he tells her, "She's [Mary's] all
right, I guess.

I don't see her" (234).

After joining Lasca and Byron on their journey into the
Harlem primitive, the reader begins to understand the power
and freedom the lifestyle offers.

And when Lasca elaborates

that "Negroes are so touchy and nervous that they obey the
unwritten Jim Crow laws," whereas she claims to do "just
what I want to" (235), the reader sees even further the
attraction Lasca holds for Byron.

Her command of the

primitive element has given her a sense of liberation and
this freedom is both admirable and desirable.

Lasca casts

aside the elite side of Negro life and opts for her own,
separate individuality.

Not only is Byron experiencing the

exciting and lawless, primitive possibility of the African
American identity but also the separation between this and
other identities.
Lasca's primitive liberation and power allow her to use
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and discard men as she grows weary with them.
scene of the novel, she casts Byron aside.

In her final

For Lasca, Byron

was just another man in her series and a deplorable one who
could not define his own identity.

She stands in the

doorway and Byron notices: "Her tone was ice.
done anything.

You bore me.

you thrown out" (270).

You haven't

Get out of here before I have

When Byron curses her in response,

Lasca "covered him with a revolver'' (270).

Lasca grows

tired with Byron's pathetic, needy companionship and she
discards him without remorse.

She literally tosses him out

of her house and moves on to Randolph Pettijohn.

This scene

hearkens back to the reader's first glimpse of Lasca's
picture at Adora's.

The reader realizes in that first scene

how promiscuous she is and how quickly she moves among the
men and this break up comes as no surprise.

At this point

in the novel, Byron has come to rely so heavily on Lasca and
he has fallen to such a weak and pitiful state that Lasca's
dismissal of him is not only consistent with her character
but also long overdue.

Although the reader is barred from

completely understanding Lasca as a character, partly owing
to the novel's limited point of view, the reader realizes by
the end of the novel her limitless power and the
uncontrolled extent of her primitive liberation.
Lasca Sartoris, from the first page to the last, is
presented as a lusty and exotic woman.

Her presence is

commanding and she dominates men and women alike with her
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All of Harlem knows Lasca and her distinction at

passions.

the cabarets and parties, and most are intrigued and
captivated by her "savage goddess" image, even if they do
not approve of her ways.
Van Vechten and McKay were not alone in being intrigued
with the primitive.

This interest in the elemental quality

of the human being can be seen in 1700's English literature,
early American works, and writing during the Modernist
period.

Harlem Renaissance authors demonstrated such a

fascination as well.

For example, Langston Hughes creates

his primitive character, Luani, in his 1928 short story
"Luani of the Jungles."

He produces a female character with

distinct connections to African heritage; in fact, this
character goes back to her native land and takes her white
lover, the speaker, with her.

Luani is described as "dark

and wild, exotic and strange" (588).

She is so captivating

that the man claims, "I ached for her!

She seemed all I had

ever dreamed of; all the romance I'd ever found in the
books; all the lure of the jungle countries; all the
passions of the tropic soul" (589).

This "tropic soul''

commands the speaker much like Lasca commands Byron, with
the passions that seem to have spawned from their jungle
heritage.

He wants Luani to "be the ebony goddess of my

heart . . . the dark princess who saved me from the corrupt
tangle of white civilization" (589).

Many of the black

authors, like Hughes, created characters that reflect the
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tenets of Primitivism and gave such characters strong,
passionate, instinctual, and primitive temperaments.
Hughes and Van Vechten were joined by other authors in
depicting primitive scenes and characters.

Wallace Thurman

creates Cordelia, in "Cordelia the Crude'' (1929), who is
characterized as "blase and bountiful in the matter of
bestowing sexual favors upon persuasive and likely young
men" (629).

Much like Lasca, she wears a fur coat, and

offers the charms of being undisciplined and "matronly
mature" (630).

She is strikingly different from the middle

class narrator and, like Lasca, depicts that difference
between the two societies.

Her encounter with the narrator,

although brief in description, involves an "animal kiss"
(632).

The unbridled passion and free-spirited amorousness

become the typical portrayal of the primitive character for
authors as they explore the inherent connection of African
Americans to their African past.
James Weldon Johnson, too, draws on the depiction of
the black character as savage and primitive.

In his poem,

"The White Witch," the narrator cautions the black culture
to beware the upper hand of the white race.

He claims that

white society easily recognized in black culture the
old Antaen strength/ In you, the great dynamic
beat/ Of primal passions, and she sees/ In you
the last besieged retreat/ Of love relentless,
lusty fierce, / Love fain-ecstatic, cruel-sweet
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(281).
Johnson sets up a dichotomy between what is essentially
white and black with the identifying quality for black being
that primitive nature of "primal passions" and ''lusty fierce
love" (281).

His rendering of Primitivism, much like Van

Vechten's, clearly celebrates the distinctive nature of the
black culture and highlights that primitive quality as a
defining element for the African Americans.
The use of the female as the primitive being seems
popular among these male artists of the Harlem Renaissance.
Mary Helen Washington argues that as far back as slave
narratives "sexuality literally made a woman an unfit
subject for literature" (37).

In the Harlem Renaissance,

she adds, "only male writers felt free to celebrate
exoticized sexuality" (37).

The Old South plantation image

of the black female gave rise to the negative portrayals of
the lusty, promiscuous slave woman who enticed the master
and bore his children.

Wary of reinforcing this stereotype

and conscious of the Cult of True Womanhood, an ideology
that emphasizes female purity and submissiveness, many black
female authors avoided the subject of black women's
sexuality.

According to Washington, that "anxiety is

evident even in contemporary texts" (38).

Washington

asserts that black women writers are often careful with the
portrayal of female characters' sexuality since "the issue
is control, and control brought by cordoning off those
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aspects of sexuality that threaten to make women feel
powerless" (38).

Men would seem to have no barriers in

depicting the lusty female.

Thus, male writers of the

Harlem Renaissance felt even more freedom than women in
assigning the image of the primitive to the female
characters.
Van Vechten makes use of this distinctive, primitive
nature with the portrayal of Lasca.

She exhibits the

liberating power of Primitivism for the African American
identity.

In the search for authentic black identity in the

Harlem Renaissance, Lasca embodies the ideas of the savage
and primitive character that looks to the African past for
an identity.

Byron and Mary's descriptions of Lasca not

only depict her power and influence in Harlem but also her
strong link to the African past and the advantages this
affinity offers.

She remains true to her identity and when

Byron cannot define his own, she grows bored with his
deplorable state and discards him.

Despite her cruelty and

revenge, her behavior remains consistent.

She survives as a

creature of instinct; Byron's presence has become merely a
burden to her because he does not know who he is or what he
wants.

L

Chapter Three: Mary Love, Refinement to the Core

Unlike the character of Lasca Sartoris, Mary Love is
refined and rational and remains in the middle-class stratum
of Harlem.

This middle-class sector reflects the ideology

of the group W.E.B. Du Bois dubbed "The Talented Tenth."

In

his 1903 essay, Du Bois claims that "The Talented Tenth of
the Negro race must be made leaders of thought and
missionaries of culture among their people

. The Negro

race, like all other races, is going to be saved by its
exceptional men" (861).

Merely 0.1 percent of the total

population of African Americans, David Levering Lewis
asserts, was comprised of "a small number of . . . well
educated professionals" who ''formulated and propagated a new
ideology of racial assertiveness that was to be embraced by
physicians, dentists, educators, preachers, businesspeople,
lawyers, and morticians" (Introduction xiii).

Mary, who

embraces the tenets of this middle-class, resists those like
Lasca who revel in the exotic and sensual aspects of their
personalities.

Wintz claims that Mary Love expresses

feelings of discontentment towards "those who seemed to be
confining blacks to a stereotype of primitiveness and
sensuality" (183).

Van Vechten uses Mary's character to

explore this intellectual, reasoning side that contrasts the
primitive and savage that Lasca represents.
In this exploration of the middle-class--the so called
''civilized" side--of African American life, the reader sees,
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through Mary's fascination with the primitive, the positive
sides of both identities.

Almost the entire development of

Mary's character occurs during Book I, for which she is the
point of view character.

In this section the reader

examines these two identities from Mary's perspective.

Even

though Mary feels detached from the characters who possess
the primitive nature, she still finds those exotic qualities
attractive.

At times, she even indulges herself in a more

primitive lifestyle, but she continually feels pushed away
and estranged by those sensual elements.

Mary's character

allows the reader to examine most thoroughly the duality of
African American identity and to see the positive aspects of
both sides.
While recognizing the existence of such a dichotomous
identity, Van Vechten gives Mary the overwhelming role of
grappling with the ties to Africa and maintaining this
middle-class identity she has been given.

As Wintz

explains,
In Nigger Heaven, this conflict between the
primitive and the civilized was centered in the
character of Mary Love.

Mary was conscious that

she faced a dilemma that seemed irreconcilable.
On the one hand she was the most "civilized," the
most solidly middle class of all of Van Vechten's
black characters.

While she took pride in her

education and her ability to mingle comfortably in
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the most refined social circles, she was also
deeply disturbed because civilization seemed to
have alienated her from her African birthright.
She wished that she was not so prim and proper and
felt an urgent need to recapture her savage and
pagan heritage. (98)
Mary admits freely that she cannot surrender to her
primitive impulses, though at times she feels tempted to do
so.

Instead, she consciously represses the primitive

elements and allows her rational and intellectual self to
triumph.

She is aware that emotions and passions can

enslave those who give in to them, and she avoids becoming a
victim to these forces.
In the first chapter of the novel, Mary attends Adora
Boniface's house-party where she bemoans meeting "people
who, on the whole, were not her kind" (19).

These people,

she thinks, are "a set which included individuals who would
never have been admitted into certain respectable homes in
Harlem" (19).
society,

Although she enjoys watching this side of

Mary considers herself among the elite middle

class and people such as Randolph Pettijohn and the Scarlet
Creeper mystify her.

Despite her own attempts to accept the

atmosphere as warm and welcoming, she finds that "she was
obliged to confess that she was thoroughly out of harmony
with her present environment" (23).

Her awareness that

these elements of society are not "respectable" provokes her
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to repress any desire to be among them.

She tries "to

explain to herself that she was selective and not an
exhibitionist" but only concludes that she is, in fact,
completely unlike the primitive characters (23).

The reader

gains the advantage of seeing through Mary's eyes the exotic
and primitive elements, hearing her admiration and interest
for that side, and understanding her conscious decision to
remain aloof from that world.

Neither her view nor that of

the others, the reader knows, is a negative side of Harlem.
Mary simply will not allow the instinctual primitive element
to control her.
Her "outsider" perspective does not at all prevent her
from admiring, even delighting, in the activities around her
at Adora's.

She emits "an involuntary cry of pleasure" at

seeing Byron for the first time, his "symmetrical
proportions" and the "exquisite form of his head" (24).

She

is enthralled by the physical, exotic aspects of the other
characters.

But she still admits to herself that "Had she

been alone in this house with Adora, she would have had, she
was beginning to believe, a perfect time" (25).

Even though

the bodies of Byron and his friends fascinate her as she
watches them, she decides her role in such scenes is to
remain a displaced onlooker, not an active participant.
Her refusal to engage in the sensual lifestyle of the
African Americans also becomes evident in her unwillingness
to marry Randolph Pettijohn.

Despite his wealth and
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standing, he still remains part of the "other side" of
Harlem life because he earns money as a gambler and
frequents cabarets.

When he proposes, she rejects him

because, as she tells Randolph, "I don't love you" (38).
She has traditional values regarding love and marriage.

Her

resistance to Randolph demonstrates her strong desire to
align with all that is deemed proper by society.

She

consciously resolves that his lifestyle is not one she
embraces and her rational side guides her and sways her to
remain within her sphere.
Mary's society is completely unlike that of Lasca.

The

reader learns from Mary's section that she chooses to mix
with "the young men and women in the Harlem literary
circles" and "the richer social set that lived in the
splendid row of houses Stanford White had designed" (42).
She finds pleasure in "most of the good plays and musical
entertainments" of Harlem and not in the cabarets and house
parties, as in Adora's (43).

Her race sometimes keeps her

from being admitted to places that refuse to serve African
Americans.

On at least one occasion, she takes advantage of

her nearly Latin features to gain admission to the theatre;
her light skin prevents her from being "rudely received when
they asked at the box-office for places in the orchestra"
(43).
Mary recognizes the necessity of repressing not only
her identity as an African American but also her sexuality.
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She considers the aspects of physical love horrifying, even
repulsive.

She "had an instinctive horror of promiscuity,

of being handled, even touched by a man" (54). She refuses
to allow her sexuality to control her, even though she
recognizes that, like other African American women, "Negro
blood was there, warm and passionately earnest" and "She was
as capable, she was convinced, of amorous emotion" (54).
Mary acknowledges to the reader that the primitive qualities
of African Americans are natural and desirable but she
suppresses those qualities.

She rationalizes that "she was

more selective" than the rest and forbids her passion to
surface indiscriminately (54).

Although she feels the split

between herself and her acquaintances and realizes her own
potential to call upon the primitive instinct, she
comprehends her preference toward the middle-class lifestyle
and determines to remains in that sphere.
Her roommate, Olive, diagnoses Mary's inability to be
like the "Lascas" of the novel and scolds her for her
"inhuman" lifestyle.

When Olive begins telling Mary of the

local gossip and Mary expresses some interest, Olive tells
Mary that her interest in these other characters is
"hopefully human" and suggests Mary needs to be "a little
more open to infection" (63).

The problem with Mary, Olive

asserts, is that she must have been "vaccinated against
love" (63).

Although not stinging insults, Mary and Olive's

dialogue demonstrates the obvious conflict between those who

L
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embrace the sensual aspects of life and those who push it
away.

Olive's chides are not meant to destroy Mary's

convictions or discredit her lifestyle but rather are meant
to illustrate the duality of the African American identity.
Mary, on the one side, stifles any impulse she might have to
behave recklessly; Olive's comments underscore the primitive
side that considers such behavior preferable.
In another scene, Mary's reluctance to surrender to
primitive passion and emotion surfaces as she hears one of
her friends singing spirituals:
Mary noted at once how the feeling in this music
dominated him, transfigured his voice, caused one
to forget the serious faults of his singing.

Even

without the dialect, the song sounded sincere.
And the room!
crying.

What a change!

Mrs. Gladbrook was

Gladbrook and Orville was swaying to the

rhythm while Mrs. Albright moved her ear-trumpet,
as though it were a baton, up and down to the
beat. ( 75)
Although the primitive rhythm commands and transfigures
everyone else in the room, Mary remains removed and she
refrains from any outward show of emotion.

Mary comments

later that these transfiguring emotions, "through no fault
of her own, eluded her" (89).
She admits not only that African Americans are
"Savages!

Savages at heart!" but also that "she had lost or
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forfeited her birthright, this primitive birthright that all
the civilized races were struggling to get back to" (89).
She forfeits her attachment to the sensual and instinctive
and she does not struggle to reclaim it.

She tells herself

that "We are all savages . . . all, apparently, but me!"
(90).

Recognizing that she is outside of the primitive

world, she wonders what would happen "If she could only let
herself go, revel in colour and noise and rhythm and
physical emotion, throw herself into the ring with the
others, figuratively shouting and hurling their assegais!"
(90).

But she knows that if she could engage in such

activity, "it would not be me" (90).

She refuses to allow

such passionate elements to control her and she relies on
her own rational, reasonable conscience as her guide.
Though she laments her position as an outsider she realizes
that she cannot be anything but that outsider.
Mary prefers to keep her sensual, instinctive self--her
''primitive" side--under control and to socialize with like
minded individuals, those whose values can best be described
as middle-class.

When Mary attends a dinner party at the

home of Aaron Sumner, a well-to-do friend of her father's,
the reader gets a glimpse of Mary's complete satisfaction
with the lifestyle.

Mary reveals that "she always delighted

to go to this house: it had such an agreeable, comfortable
air" (95).

She enjoys the "Persian carpets" and

"upholstered divans and easy chairs" of the home.

She also
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relishes the "distinction of manner" of Mrs. Sumner and her
fine clothes that are all from Paris, "a city she [Mrs.
Sumner] visited at least once a year" (96).

While at

dinner, Mary is excited when the distinguished novelist
Gareth Johns asks her to recite several stanzas of Wallace
Stevens' poetry for the guests.

This recitation shows the

reader Mary's familiarity with and preference for the
middle-class and refined as well as the influence of the
dominant white culture on her thinking.

And among these

people, she is respected for her intellectual contributions;
the concert singer Galva is thrilled when Mary effortlessly
calls upon her fluency in French to discuss art exhibitions
with the guests.
Mary excels at her job in the library, and her
inclination towards refinement and sophistication becomes
obvious.

Battling the oppressive forces of discrimination,

she secures this position and uses it as an opportunity to
"encourage the young patrons of the library to improve their
taste in reading" and does so by recommending volumes by
authors like "Sherwood Anderson" (111).

She attempts to

bring enlightenment to the reading public through her
recommendations of good literature.

Even though her

selection of Anderson reflects her bias towards canonical
white writers, she also promotes African American writers,
specifically Jean Toomer.

This suggestion further develops

Mary's admiration for the primitive; Jean Toomer's Cane
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reflects the Primitive movement's emphasis on exotic and
sensual aspects of African American life.
When Mary gives in to her admiration for the seductive,
powerful life of sexual vitality and passion, she finds
herself at her most dejected state in the novel.

She

permits Byron to spend an evening alone with her and he
lures her to the sofa in a passionate frenzy.

He tells her

''I love you . . . beautiful golden-brown Mary" (126).

Her

emotions transfigure her and she becomes so overwhelmed by
the prospect that he cares for her that she cries out, "You
do love me, Byron?

You do love me?" (126).

The reader

finds out that "She wanted to hear him say it again and
again" (126).

The only response Byron offers to her

questions is when he "stopped her mouth with kisses, and
these, too, were the whole of his reply" (126).

The

implication after the close of this chapter is that Mary and
Byron have a sexual encounter--the first, the reader
assumes, in Mary's experience.

Mary allows her passionate

side to emerge and believes that such an encounter is
permissible by her standards since Byron has proclaimed his
love for her.

Also, the possibility of her enjoying some of

the passion of the other side of society feeds her eagerness
for the experience.

This is the first time Mary allows the

instinctual side of her nature to reveal itself and she
believes that perhaps she can become a part of the other
side of Harlem she had once been estranged from.
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The incident with Byron so significantly transforms
Mary that she awakens and "her blood tingled with a warm
glow of joy; she felt an uplifting, elating excitement"
(127).

Mary's brush with the erotic affects her so strongly

that she lets down her guard, believing that she can succumb
to the pleasures of this primitive impulse that so many
others enjoy and still remain in control.
But, her "awakening" is short-lived and her realization
that this lifestyle is completely foreign to her and that
she cannot retain her rational, intellectual self, comes
soon.

She wakes to find that passion and promiscuity belong

with those like Lasca and not her.
claims "She loathed Byron.

After he calls, she

In her present mood she felt she

never wanted to see him again" (131).

In discovering Mary's

reaction, the reader knows that Mary cannot accept the
traits that she cannot control.

Her embracing of the

primitive only gives her a false sense of identity and Mary
suddenly realizes that "she was frightened" that she had
committed such an "unfamiliar act" (134).

It becomes

obvious to her that "she had been perhaps a daughter of her
race" or a woman like Lasca, and such a connection left her
"uncertain" and "clouded" (134). She fears that her
sexuality has been used to oppress her and that she has
embraced the culture's definition of the black woman as the
wanton sexual creature whose body can be used and exploited.
In essence, Mary believes that her sexual encounter may have
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enslaved her and robbed her of her own sense of self; the
reader discovers that "In yielding to her first passionate
emotion, she had apparently forfeited her peace of spirit"
(135).

This scene provides a powerful dramatization of

Mary's isolation from the primitive ideals.

Seized by an

emotion she does not understand, she resents the powerless
feeling, claiming "she was tasting all the anguish and
bitterness of this condition" (135).
The most striking depiction of Mary's internal struggle
with instinct and reason occurs in a confrontation between
Mary and Lasca.

Mary first meets Lasca, the woman whose

picture and reputation have preceded her and who has been an
object of curiosity for the restrained librarian, at a
Charity Ball.

She observes the immediate attraction between

Byron and Lasca and her jealousy surfaces: "There he was,
dancing with that exotic Negro sense of rhythm which made
time a thing in space.

In his arms was the most striking

woman Mary had ever seen," she marvels (163).

Again, Mary

sees the primitive side of Harlem and is mesmerized by it.
But she refuses to let her emotions control her and she
stands apart and watches the festivities.
Lasca inspires the powerful, primitive emotions of hate
and jealousy in Mary.
notes.

"How Mary hated her!" the narrator

"How she longed for the strength, the primitive

impulse that would urge her to spring at Lasca's throat,
tear away the collar of sapphires, disfigure that golden-
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brown countenance with her nails" (166).

Not only does she

dislike Byron's involvement with such an enchantress but she
also resents Lasca for possessing and manipulating those
primitive qualities that Mary denies and represses within
herself.

Mary wishes for once she could be a savage and

surrender to her passions so that she can resist Lasca's
presence.

Instead, Mary must retreat to the bathroom where

she inwardly bemoans, "I can't do it
her, I want to, but I can't.

. . I ought to kill

What's wrong with me?" (167).

Mary's conscious choice to resist the powerful sway of her
passions frustrates her and she senses that she does not
belong in this atmosphere.

Her presence as an onlooker

thwarts her from any active participation in the dancing or
any competitive pursuit of Byron.

But she still must

acknowledge the power of Lasca and envy her for the command
of such power.
Mary's own power lies in her perceptivity and her
ability to comment rationally upon situations.

When Byron

decides to write a story depicting the horrors encountered
in interracial relationships, Mary offers profound and
logical criticism.

She calmly explains to him, "These

propaganda subjects are very difficult . . . to make human.
It is hard to keep them from becoming melodramatic, cheap
even.

Unless such a story is written with exquisite skill,

it will read like a meretricious appeal to the emotions
arising out of race prejudice" (204).

Despite Byron's fury
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and his insinuation that Mary is discouraging his artistic
impulse, the reader knows that Mary speaks the truth.

Byron

lives in Harlem, where a wealth of African American subjects
and themes bombard him daily.

Yet he rejects those subjects

and remains focused on "white" subjects and themes.

And

when the publishers all reject him, Byron is left to face
the difficult fact that Mary's advice was appropriate.
This rational side of Mary's identity, the middle-class
refinement, sustains her and she retains her control over
her emotions to the end.

In her final scene, she returns to

Byron after Lasca has left him to demonstrate her
unconditional love for him and to try and win his affection.
When he questions her intentions, she tells him, "I've come
because I love you" (275).

Byron tries time and again to

provoke her anger and to spark some violence in her to match
his own dissatisfaction.

But the rational Mary prevails and

she calmly replies, "Byron, how can you say those terrible
things?

You're not yourself.

love you?" (275).

Don't you understand that I

When Byron will not accept her offer of

reconciliation, she simply rises and disappears quietly,
without showing hostility or engaging in a battle of wits
with Byron.

She does not allow the primitive passions to

govern her, even though Lasca's approach proved immediately
successful.

Instead, Mary attempts to demonstrate her

concern for Byron's dejected state.

She comes to him to

show her sincere love and affection in the hope that he will
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ultimately see the benefit of these qualities.

She remains

true to her self in her final scene, despite the lack of
success she endures because of her loyalty.

This fidelity

to her own self-determined identity, a characteristic shared
with Lasca, earns the reader's admiration and respect.
They, unlike Byron, remain true to their individual
identities.
Women's desire to discover and to define their own
identities both as Mary and Lasca do, is a major theme in
Quicksand (1928), written by another Harlem Renaissance
figure, Nella Larsen.

Larsen's work focuses on Helga crane

who, much like Mary, searches for her own true identity.
When her quest brings her to Denmark, her friends remark
that she "must have bright things to set off the color" of
her "lovely brown skin" and these clothes should be
"Striking things, exotic things" (68).

And even more like

Mary, Helga feels uncomfortable with the additions, claiming
she feels like "a veritable savage as they made their
leisurely way" through the streets (69).

Her Danish friends

attempt to clothe Helga in the garb of the exotic primitive
because that is their perception of African American
identity.

However, Helga, like Mary, finds this role

uncomfortable.

Larsen, like Van Vechten, depicts the

refinement of her character's tastes and her discomfort with
the primitive element.

Both authors reveal the duality

African Americans face in struggling to define themselves
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amidst a world of preconceived notions of black identity.
In Nigger Heaven, Mary Love represents the refined and
"civilized," middle-class side of the African American
identity.

Completely different from the savage and exotic

Lasca, Mary only peers into the primitive and sensual though
she sometimes delights in her observations.

Even though she

displays a significant interest in the primitive nature, she
represses those qualities within her and holds to the values
of her class.

Her final scene shows this retention of her

values as she goes to Byron with concern and love.

Through

Mary's perspective, the reader sees her appeal to the exotic
and primitive and the reader better understands not only how
strong the contrast is between her and Lasca, but also the
positive elements that exist in both the primitive and the
refined.

Byron's perspective in Mary's final scene furthers

Mary's identity as the middle-class sophisticate and her
preservation of that identity as her own.

Chapter Four: Byron Kasson, A Failed Identity
Like Mary Love, Byron Kasson, the central male figure
in the novel, experiences the divided self as he vacillates
between the worlds of Mary and Lasca.

But, unlike Mary, his

confusion between the primitive and the refined is
destructive since he never completely identifies with either
of the two sides; in fact, he can not even decide if he
truly belongs in Harlem.

Byron struggles to create a life

in Harlem but he suffers because of his inadequate writing
and his problematic love affairs.

The problems with his

writing stem from his lack of an identity.

He refuses to

recognize the rich source of material African American
culture and Harlem in particular offer to an aspiring,
perceptive young writer.

Byron spends much of his time

attempting to conform to the standards of the middle-class,
the demands of the white culture, and the exotic life of
Lasca and is, therefore, doomed to failure by the end of the
novel.
In Book I, for which Mary is the point of view
character, the reader sees Byron struggling to make his way
in the black middle-class world of Harlem.

His difficulty

in fitting into this realm results from his refusal to see
the realities of discrimination and to accept the assistance
of the successful black characters such as Mary, his father,
and his father's friend, Mr. Sumner.

In Book II, Byron

rejects Mary and her world and immerses himself in Lasca,
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alcohol, sex, and drugs.

But, as the reader soon discovers,

neither culture provides the perfect match for Byron, and
his indecision leads to self-destruction rather than self
awareness.
The reader first meets Byron in Book I when even Mary
c annot help but notice his beauty of form.

Mary sees him at

Adora's gathering amidst a party of men "gleaming like
bronze in the sun" (24).

He immediately captures Mary's

attention because he is "slightly lighter in colour than the
others, almost the shade of coffee diluted with rich cream"
with "closely cropped, curly, black hair" (24).

His

sensuality provides a hint of connection to the primitive
and seductive and his creamy light complexion distinguishes
him from the other men.
Once Byron formally introduces himself to Mary, the
reader becomes aware that he differs from the rest of Harlem
in other significant ways.

He neither fits into Mary's

subdued group of individuals who pursue respectability and
devote themselves to uplifting their race nor is he at home
among those who thrive in the cabarets where Lasca reigns
supreme during her visits to New York.

He tells Mary that

he has come to Harlem after attending a predominantly white
college, University of Pennsylvania, in hopes of becoming a
successful writer.

Unfortunately, he cannot quite identify

what his subject should be.

The successful writer, Gareth

Johns, observing that "the low life of your people is
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exotic" suggests that he should pursue this subject.

Byron

coldly retorts "I'm afraid I don't know very much about the
low life of my people" (107).

He immediately presents his

distaste for the growing trend of primitive writers; the
"low" lifestyle initially repulses him (107).

His

resistance to the primitive elements appeals to Mary and she
recognizes in him a kindred spirit.

But the reader also

infers that Byron's lack of appreciation for the primitive
side of the African American identity strongly contrasts
Mary's admiration for it.
Mary becomes Byron's confidante and lover, and he joins
her social circle.

But he ridicules the notion of creating

an authentic black identity and further divides himself from
her appreciation for the full spectrum of African American
culture.

He visits her at the library and in one of their

conversations, he cynically remarks to her that Harlem is
"The Mecca of the New Negro!" and mockingly calls such
phrases "passwords" into Harlem (113).

Mary, although

attracted to his independent thinking, is disturbed by his
belief that the Negro identity and its exploration is
revolting and overdone.

Byron's constant belittling of the

black identity causes problems for him.

He scorns and mocks

the efforts of others to improve the condition of African
Americans, but he takes no positive steps to improve his own
situation, let alone that of his race.

Moreover, he does

not listen to the advice other characters offer about
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dealing with racial discrimination, in part, perhaps,
because he does not want to be identified with African
Americans.
Byron represses his black identity and relies on the
ideas of the African American identity he absorbed while at
the University of Pennsylvania where he immersed himself in
white culture.

He tells Mary and her friends that he went

to Pennsylvania to "try a white college" and he asserts,
"I've got to get along in a white world" (118).

His

comments strike Mary and her friends as unusual and one
member of her circle, Dick Sill, who later decides to pass
f or white, tells him such an idea "won't be so bad" provided
Byron realizes "you're just another Nigger and know your
place" (118).

Despite Byron's newness in Harlem, he scoffs

at Sill's advice, especially when Sill clarifies that Byron
will need to adapt quickly to the limitations of having to
"run an elevator or lift pianos" (118).
Byron is both idealistic and naive; he has yet to shake
the values of the white society he conformed to in college.
When Mary questions him about possible angles to explore in
his writing, Byron tells her he will write about "What
everybody else writes about, I guess.
(122).

Love, and all that"

What Byron actually suggests here is that he will

write about what all white writers write about and not
explore the wealth of material black culture offers him.
The idea of taking up purely African American subjects seems
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foreign to Byron.

He exclaims "Why, we're not very

different from any one else except in colour.
any difference" (122).

I don't see

Byron has been assimilated so

completely into the white world that he refuses to
acknowledge the realities of discrimination.

To Byron,

simply coming to Harlem and writing about the typical white
themes guarantees him success and he resists and resents
anyone offering different opinions.

His opinion that black

culture is no different from white culture further estranges
him from Mary and her society as they try to comprehend this
denial of his race.

Even in college, he tells Mary, he

wrote about the subjects that "everybody else does" and was
encouraged by the professors who told him his writing "was
pretty good for a coloured man" (125).

Such an evaluation

did not insult Byron; rather, it inspired him to continue in
his quest to be a writer and to explore those subjects white
writers depicted.
Byron fails to see the necessity of a new identity for
his own people as he struggles to develop his own.

He wants

to be no different from the white culture, even though his
experiences in Harlem provide him with constant reminders of
prejudice and discrimination.

He expects to achieve success

in the white world based on his success at the white
college.

He even tells Mary that blacks and whites are no

different from each other; "We are born and we eat and we
make love and we die.

I suppose we're just like the others"
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(126).

The reader discerns early on that Byron's future in

Harlem will prove to be a troublesome one.

He comes to the

city hoping to achieve success; unfortunately, Harlem
w riters are doing so by uplifting the race and writing about
themselves, not the white culture.
Byron resents anyone who attempts to bring
enlightenment and he pushes himself further away from the
''civilized" element.

When Mary displays her disapproval of

Byron's idea for a novel, calling it "propaganda," Byron
more clearly understands that Mary's lifestyle does not
appeal to him at all (204).

Her accurate assessment of his

work angers him and he decides that "he wanted to be
unfaithful to Mary, to degrade her ideal.
throw mud at everything she stood for.
her about it afterwards" (206).

He wanted to

He'd like to tell

His disgust for her

rational, refined opinion weighs heavily on his mind and
Byron resolves to seek another way of thinking and living.
Byron's sudden vengeance and his abhorrence for Mary's
assistance and wisdom leave the reader to question the
success of Byron's future in Harlem.

He once embraced all

that Mary idealized until he discer ned that he could not
succeed in being just like the white culture.

Byron

condemns Mary, and in doing so, condemns himself as he
attempts to prove to Harlem that he can make it, he can
succeed with his writing despite the others' advice.
Byron begins to understand that he is lost in a world
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he cannot understand when prejudice begins to have a direct
effect on him.

He faces the strain of discrimination while

walking in the park with Mary; a white woman rides by on
horseback and comments aloud, "Disgusting .
should permit Niggers in the park!" (147).

that they
The comment

prompts Byron to release pent up frustrations about his job
search.

He cries out, "What can we do?

in an alien world.
fit in.

We think, we feel.

We don't want them.

. Here we are
We do our best to

All we want is to be let

alone, a chance to earn money, to be respectable" (148).
Although he still admits some connection to the white world
in trying to "fit in" and "be respectable," he finally
begins realizing the impossibility of assimilating into that
society.

His awareness that the middle-class, refined

portion of Harlem offers no easy solution confuses and
frustrates him.

The realization that he does not belong

with white culture leads him to begin questioning his own
identity and searching for an easier, more preferable
lifestyle.
Byron will not embrace any elements of his culture and
finds himself rejected by the white world because of his
naivete.

After Byron suffers his story's rejection by

several publishers, the white publisher Russett Durwood
rejects the story, and echoes Mary's and Gareth's advice.
He tells him, "The whole place [Harlem], contrary to the
general impression, is overrun with fresh, unused material"
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(222).

Byron's fury increases when Durwood asks, "Why don't

you learn something about your people?" (223).
Byron refuses to confront his rejection and opts for an
easier route; he vents his anger through ridiculing Mary,
despite her innocence and constant assistance.

"He'd be

glad to rot in hell if he ever wanted to see her [Mary's]
silly Madonna face again, always so superior.

She sneered,

that's what she did, she sneered," he thinks to himself, and
he searches for another quick, effortless solution.

The

reader sees through Byron's comments that he not only
despises Mary for being right but also finds her presence
It is obvious that Byron

overbearing and oppressive.
wallows in his own self-pity.

Blaming Mary becomes his

easiest coping mechanism for his failure as a writer and a
way to avoid confronting his own confused sense of himself.
Unlike Mary and Lasca, Byron cannot function on his
own, even though he also rejects the idea of a group
identity.

He receives a letter from his father claiming

"The cheque I am enclosing in this letter, therefore, is the
last I shall send" (173).

His father's proclamation

isolates Byron completely from his monetary source as well
as his connections to people outside of Harlem.

With this

announcement, Byron becomes secluded and stranded in Harlem
alone and he realizes he must seek his fortune somehow and
not "be patronized" by humbling himself to the power and
influence of his father's connections (178).

Again, he
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pushes away the assistance offered him and opts to think of
an easier solution, which is Lasca, "a pleasanter subject
which brought a smile and a cigarette simultaneously to his
lips" (179).

Pondering the possibilities of life with

someone like Lasca, he decides, "If he might only know her
better!

That would give him something!" (179).

Lacking the patience of Mary and her circle, Byron
seeks a quick solution to the complex problems of race
relations in America.

His frustration and his lack of

identity make him vulnerable to the wiles of Lasca.

He

begins to feel drawn to the lifestyle she represents.

His

first encounter with her at the Charity Ball takes place in
Book I.

This meeting is a turning point for him.

After

meeting Lasca, he suddenly goes from dancing the Charleston
that the white students at Pennsylvania taught him, to what
Mary calls "dancing with that exotic Negro sense of rhythm"
in Lasca's arms (163).

The two are "swept away in a

maelstrom of dancers," leaving the headache-stricken Mary to
watch as Byron slips away to the other side (167).
power lures him to the primitive side of life.

Lasca's

While such a

c hange is not necessarily negative, for the weak-minded
Byron, this transition foreshadows disaster.
Byron's inability to accept his failure and his
avoidance of facing the issues of his race lead him to a
life of surrender and self-indulgence.

Right away, Lasca

offers the instant solution and when she picks him up, he
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immediately "felt soothed, smoothed the right way, for the
first time in weeks" (232).

Her lifestyle becomes ideal for

him, for not only does it offer him luxury and freedom but
also the escape and excitement of cabarets, dancing, and
socializing.

Byron's decline begins when it becomes obvious

that Byron only seeks immediate gratification.

He fails at

writing about white themes and loses Mary because he does
not want to admit that she was right.

His only hope after

abandoning his place in Harlem is Lasca, and her willingness
to support him alleviates the problems of race, at least at
first.
Overwhelmed by Lasca, Byron adopts the lifestyle she
enjoys and allows her to command his future.

Her situation

is ideal for him; he no longer has to make decisions or
struggle to survive.

He adapts so readily to her life that

even though he was formerly a stiff and uncertain dancer, he
"found it perfectly simple to execute the intricate steps
under the inspiring influence of her example" (245).

He is

effortlessly swayed by Lasca and finds himself "fascinated
by her sense of rhythm, captivated by her personality,
intoxicated by her magnetism" (246).

It becomes obvious

that what draws Byron closer to Lasca is her primitive
nature, her wild freedom, and her unrestrained existence.
Byron knows little about Lasca personally but becomes so
enthralled by her presence and her reputation that the
primitive element of Harlem begins to appeal to him.

1
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Byron tries to remain under Lasca's wing and avoid
facing the realities of life.

But Lasca, like Mary, expects

him to take responsibility for himself.

She forces Byron to

explain his purpose as a writer in Harlem and he can only
account for time spent "Loving you, my golden-brown, since
the beginning of the world" (256).

Lasca's frustration with

Byron grows in this scene and the reader sees the immense
contrast between Lasca's needs and what Byron offers.

But

Byron speaks the truth; he has succumbed to the pleasures of
her world and exploited them completely.

She responds, "I

don't think any more of you than I do of the others" and
"I'm using you the way I use tooth-powder.

After I am done

with your body I'll throw it out the window, in the sewer"
(259).

Byron cries out to her, "You can't mean that!

can't live without you!" (259).

I

His desperation climaxes in

this scene and he is unable to cope with the realization
that he, too, has been used and that he has no place with
her or in the world in general.

He takes control as he

"caught her throat in his hands and shook her violently"
(260).

Byron, while exerting some control in this

situation, selects his methods carelessly and he attempts to
use violence to command Lasca into staying with him.

The

scene immediately closes and the reader again is left to
reflect on the desperate state of Byron in these final
chapters.
Even though Byron convinces Lasca to allow him to stay,
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the life they lead is destructive to him.

They spend their

days with "rages, succeeded by tumultuous passions . . .
peaceful interludes . . . cruel and painful pastimes" (261).
The once exotic and ideal Lasca has become for Byron an
obsessive, destructive force that he can neither overpower
nor escape.

Up to this scene, Byron has been reliant upon

her for not only a means of living in Harlem but also a
source for his identity as a primitive character.

The

realization that this lifestyle, like his life with Mary,
cannot sustain him finally takes hold and the reader sees
his pathetic, dejected state.
This disastrous lifestyle, much like the one with Mary,
disappears.

One afternoon, "Byron awakened to find himself

alone" and the reader understands his inability to function
successfully in Harlem (261).

After remaining jobless and

existing off the support of Lasca, Byron finds himself
solitary and destitute.

His desperation escalates to a

level unmatched in his prior experiences for he is now
without the support of his father, Mary, or Lasca; he "tried
to conceive what life would be without her [Lasca]" (261).
He does not comprehend that his mistake ensued from his lack
of true self-awareness and he again considers the freedom of
Lasca as the source for his happiness.

But this time, the

reader discovers, he looks in vain.
Byron's pride and inability to admit his own folly
prevent him from accepting Mary's proposal for resolving

Il
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t heir differences.

When she comes to him, although "Love

was in his heart," he utters "I suppose you came here to
l augh at me" (274).

Byron's self pity and arrogance

prohibit him from even acknowledging Mary's pleas and he
sends her off, telling her, "Forget about me . . . . You've
come here to look me over.

Well, enjoy yourself.

f ailure, a failure in everything.
me" (275).

I'm a

Nobody has any use for

Not only is Byron frustrated with Lasca's

rejection and Mary's intrusion but he is also disappointed
by his lack of any true identity in Harlem.

He has become

like neither Mary nor Lasca and is left wavering between the
t wo, cursing and loving both women.

This duality, unlike

Mary's, is a fatal one, and Byron is left without a friend,
a lover, or a means for existing in the Harlem sphere.
Desperate and unable to determine what to do with his
unresolved divided self, Byron determines to buy a revolver
and settle his internal conflicts.

But the reader knows

that his attraction to both women prohibits him from being
able directly to punish either one for his own failing.
Thus, he decides, "He'd get that black Nigger Pettijohn" for
stealing Lasca from him and taking away his means of
survival (280).

Byron needs a scapegoat and Randolph

Pettijohn becomes the perfect one; earlier Pettijohn had
proposed to Mary and has now taken Lasca away from Byron.
Thus, Byron goes to the Black Venus to avenge his loss and
suffering.

Interestingly, the name of the cabaret, the
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Black Venus, provides an ironic comment on his final scene
as he figuratively sacrifices himself to the black goddess
of love.
Byron fails again in his personal quest when the
Scarlet Creeper shoots Randolph Pettijohn before Byron can
get to him.

Angered at his own inadequacy, Byron draws his

revolver and shoots Pettijohn's dying body twice, screaming,
I didn't do it!" (284).

"Mary • . . I didn't do it!

Byron,

in desperation, calls to Mary out of guilt for having
contributed to the murder.

He also wants someone to rescue

him from his own demise again and Mary is the only woman who
truly loved him and offered to help him.
Byron is doomed to failure from the beginning.

He can

neither discover nor assert his own identity and instead
relies on the other characters in the novel to help shape
one for him.

In the closing scene, as he looks up to see "a

coat of blue buttoned with brass" (284), the reader knows
Byron is taken to prison and removed from society because of
his own weakness.

Mary's refined and cultured outlook bores

him and he realizes that the middle-class does not guarantee
equality with white culture.

He turns to Lasca for an

indulgence in the freedom and exotic appeal of her
lifestyle.

Lasca discards Byron when his company no longer

offers the thrill of newness and his reliance upon her
begins to burden her, and Byron is left in the end without
friends, lovers, or identity.

His only resolution comes in
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offering himself as a criminal to face imprisonment or
death, a scene which proves his own inability to exist in
Harlem.

He is imprisoned, literally and figuratively, by

his own inability to face the realities of racial injustice
as well as the necessity of creating his own black identity.
Van Vechten uses Byron's character to explore both
regions of Harlem, the primitive and the refined.

Byron's

ability to alternate between the two societies gives the
reader the advantage of seeing both sides of Harlem as well
as the detrimental effect of lacking a true identity.

The

duality of Byron's position, while offering glimpses into
both sides of Harlem, also allows the reader to see the
danger that lies ahead for African Americans who refuse to
explore the question of racial identity.

Conclusion
When Alain Locke suggests in his 1925 essay "The New
Negro" that "the more intelligent and representative
elements of the two race groups have at so many points got
quite out of vital touch with one another" (26), it seems
that Carl Van Vechten heard and answered his plea.

He not

only visited cabarets but he also invited the African
American culture literally into his home in his own personal
effort to achieve racial harmony and understanding.

He

produced Nigger Heaven in 1926 to further this effort, to
promote an interest in literature about African Americans,
and to explore his long standing fascination with black
culture in Harlem.

Despite the roaring controversy over the

title and the content, the novel offered the public a
glimpse into Harlem from a perspective seldom attempted.
Van Vechten gave to America a novel crafted from the point
of view of the outsider, a story told from the perspective
of the visitor, and created a new view of Harlem.

Such a

view gave Van Vechten the advantage of being able to tell
his version of the whole story, to give his view of Harlem
and the dilemmas the black society faced in constructing an
identity during the Harlem Renaissance.
This perspective brought the white audience closer to
an understanding of black literature, and he writes his
novel in a way that the white readers can understand.

His

inclusion of a "Glossary of Negro words and Phrases" at the

co n cl us
io
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n of the novel demonstrates that Van Vechten wanted
t o gi ve
th e white audience a deeper understanding of the
cu l t u r e .
Similarly, he includes the following footnote:
"Wh"lle t his
informal epithet [Niggers] is freely used by
Neg r oes am
·
o ng themselves, not only as a term of opprobrium,

bu t also a
ct ually as a term of endearment, its employment by
a wh"ite pe
rson is always fiercely resented" (26). He
recog nize
d that there existed certain codes in the language
a nd that w
ithout the aid of the glossary and the footnote,
White readers
wou ld not understand the material he was
p rese nting
for them.
Van Vechten, recognizing the raging battle over
Primitivism, used his outsider perspective to his advantage.
His novel explores both the primitive and the "civilized"
as pec ts of the
black identity. He paints a picture for the
r eader of the
liberating power and strength of both
ide ntities , and in
the series of sketches, gives merit to

the ar g ume nt s both
for and against Primitivism. He allows
his characters to
provide the focus of the novel, taking the
reader through Harlem
with the point of view characters Mary
in Part I and Byron in Part II. He stands back from the
narrative, letting the story unfold with little intrusion
from it s narrator. He
also omits commentary and exposition
that might connect him with what some may have considere
d
incriminating port rayals of life in Harlem.
He first introduces Mary in her own section, a middle-
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c l a ss a n
d highly cultured woman who brings an anti.
· 1.• c
Primit1· V1.st
She demonstrates
refinement to the forefront
th a t s1.· de
·
·
of the identity
that many authors, such as Du
Bo is, shou
ld have applauded. She socializes with writers
a nd artis
ts, she identifies with the ideals of the middle-

cl ass , an
d she brings her refinement to Harlem through her
jo b as a l
ibrarian.

Through Mary, the reader sees Lasca for the first time.

Lasc a inune
diately draws the reader's attention for her
s ect u ct·1.ve
charm and exotic presence. She dwells among the

0the r primitiv
e characters of the novel, and Byron's section
show s th e re
ader Lasca's participation in wild and unusual

c ab aret scenes
of untamed, unbridled passion. Her lack of
restraint is
intriguing to Harlem and she operates
co mplet ely under
her own authority. She is sensual and
primit ive, and
Van Vechten depicts the liberation and
empowerment of that prim
itive nature.
With Byron, Van Vechten creates a man devoid of any
real identity who comes to Harlem to find himself.

Under

the influences of both Mary and Lasca, Byron never achieves
his own sense of self and wavers between the worlds of the
primitive and the refined until the close of the novel.
duality is destructive, and he, unlike Mary, has no
attachment to any stratum in Harlem.

He comes as an

outsider and he remains as one, taking a disastrous tour
through the possibilities of African American identity.

'-
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Byro n's
sel f-imposed capture by the law crushes any positive
Perc ep tio
n the reader may have had, as he seems weak and
Pat h etic .
The reader never knows what becomes of Mary or

Las c a , b u
t Byron's tragedy reinforces that the idea that the
l a ck o f
a n authentic identity, regardless of its source,
Prom ises f
a ilure.
The three characters, Mary, Lasca, and Byron, dramatize
t h e a r g um
ents about Primitivism during the Harlem

Re n ais sance

and provide a multi-faceted view of Harlem.

Whe re as Mary
and Lasca face the problems of race and triumph
in th eir own
ways, Byron stagnates and allows himself to be
c o ntrolled
by forces outside of himself. Unwilling to face
him s el f or
to grapple with the complex and often paradoxical
di le m ma of cho
osing between the primitive and the civilized,
Byro n , at the end,
has his choices made for him. While
n either Mary
nor Lasca's life seems ideal, their willingness

to m ake their own
choices renders them as viable models for
dis cove ring and creati
ng an identity.
Van Vechten depicts the dichotomous identity of the

African American, the primitive and the refined, and the
power and liberation of both qualit s. He seems to admit
ie
that race issues are nebulou s and complicated and that he

c annot p rovide the solution, but
he explores and documents
what he has learned about African Americans' quest. Close

analysi s of the three characters provides a detached view
of
the dilemma facing African Americans during the Harlem

Renaiss
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ance as
they struggled to construct a truly authentic
identit
y.

L
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